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our classroom, in particular when you have been able to push my thinking, and that of other students, in new and productive ways.
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For her unequivocal support of every attempt I’ve made to write, since the
days when she sat at the typewriter and transcribed my youthful ideas. For her
own work against racism and sexism. For her unshakable faith in education
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In essence, meaningful opportunities for cross-racial contact are diminishing, especially in schools. What effect is that having on students,
both White and of color, and their teachers? What are the implications
for classroom performance and academic achievement? Interpersonal
relations? Our evolving democracy? What can we as educators and
citizens do to ensure that the arc of the moral universe continues to bend
toward justice in our society?
Beverly Daniel Tatum, Can We Talk about Race? And Other
Conversations in an Era of Resegregation xi

Racism is a structural phenomenon that fabricates interdependent
yet paradoxical relationships between race, class, and geography.
[Countering it] requires a new racial literacy, meaning the capacity to
decipher the durable racial grammar that structures racialized hierarchies and frames the narrative of our republic.
Lani Guinier, “From Racial Liberalism to Racial Literacy: Brown
v. Board of Education and the Interest-Divergence Dilemma,”
Journal of American History 117
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